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Let Scholastic Bookshelf be your guide through the whole range of your child's experiences-
laugh with them, learn with them, read with them! Eight classic, best-selling titles are available
now!Category: Feelings"Amused? Confused? Frustrated? Surprised? Try these feelings on for
size."This is a book that asks all the right questions. And leaves you feeling great no matter what
the answers are!"Who'd have dreamed that produce could be so expressive, so charming, so
lively and so funny?...Freymann and...Elffers have created sweet and feisty little beings with
feelings, passions, fears and an emotional range that is, well, organic."-The New York Times
Book Review

About the AuthorSaxton Freyman received his first jackknife on his eighth birthday, which he
used right away to carve his very first pumpkin. He now runs the eeBoo gift line with his wife,
Mia.Joost Elffers has been a book packager since the 1970s, responsible for such mega-
bestsellers as Tangrams, The Secret Language of Birthdays, The 48 Laws of Power, and Play
with Your Food. Visit him on the web at elffers.com. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Who hasn't looked at a fruit or vegetable and seen a funny face? In How Are You
Peeling?--by the creator of the whimsical Play with Your Food--the "natural personalities" of
produce are enhanced with black-eyed pea eyes and the occasional carved mouth--then
photographed in vivid colors. One page reveals a wistful-looking poblano pepper being
comforted by a cheerful red tomato, while another shows the amused, confused, frustrated, and
surprised expressions of a green pepper, red pepper, orange, and apple. Adults and children
alike will marvel at the range of expressions these fruits and vegetables possess--did you know
just how many faces a kiwi could have? With simple rhymed text describing the emotions ("How
are you when friends drop by?/ With someone new... a little shy?"), this appealing picture book is
bound to spark discussion with young children. Parents can use it to talk about different
emotions or to help children to identify and articulate their mood of the moment. Adults will just
plain be amused. (Click to see a sample spread. Copyright 1999 by Play with Your Food, LLC.
Used by permission of Scholastic Inc.) (Ages 2 to 6) --Richard Farr --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From Kirkus ReviewsGoing produce shopping with
Freymann and Elffers is more of a casting call than a trip to the supermarket, for they use fruits
and vegetables to display a wide range of emotions. Children and their keepers will be
astonished to discover how closely the wrinkles, bends, and creases in produce can mimic
human feelings. The text is fairly direct, asking questions to make children think about their
emotions: "When you're angry, do you pout? Whine? Cry? Scream? Shout?" The ridges of a red
pepper, with eyes of dried peas, convey the pout, while other fruit demonstrate the rest of the
query. These full-color photographs communicate most of the information; even preschoolers



will be able to tell a happy orange from a glum one, and adults will smile to see an onion crying.
The organic qualities of the produce are used to charming advantage, e.g., the bend of a green
pepper makes the perfect overbearing profile of a bully, while a hollowed-out orange gives just
the right depth to an opened-mouthed howl. Fun, and useful -- what child would not be
encouraged to talk about being shy when there is a cantaloupe that admits to exactly the same
thing? (Picture book. 4-9) -- Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From School Library
JournalPreSchool-Grade 2-An eye-catching and enormously appealing book. Freymann and
Elffers frequented New York's fruit and vegetable markets, picking out particularly "expressive"
onions, peppers, oranges, apples, and the like. They then created intriguing faces on the
produce, taking advantage of stems and creases, carving mouths, and adding black-eyed peas
for eyes. The sculptures were then photographed on solid-colored backgrounds. The "faces"
clearly show an array of emotions, from excitement and happiness to frustration and confusion.
Accompanied by simple rhymes ("When you have to wait, because someone is late,/are you
bored? Jumpy? Worried? Grumpy?/Excited as the minutes pass?/Now your friend is here at
last!"), the attractive photographs burst with color. Use this book to discuss different moods, to
introduce the names of many fruits and vegetables, to identify colors, and to inspire young artists
to create sculptures of their own.Anne Knickerbocker, Cedar Brook Elementary School,
Houston, TX Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.From Publishers WeeklyPhotos of scowling oranges and
gregarious scallions garnish this garden of delights from the creators of Play with Your Food. The
recipe is simple and successful. Freymann and Elffers find a piece of "expressive produce" and
attach two black-eyed peas for eyes. Without further ado, the veggie becomes a face, with a
knobby stem or skinny root for a schnozzola; an upended mushroom has a hilarious piglike
snout, while a kiwi fruit has a button nose. The animated groceries are exhibited, actual size or
larger, against crisp hues of harvest gold, melon green or late-night-sky blue. Their groupings
imply close relationships: lemons trade meaningful glances and a little onion cries. Meanwhile,
the rhyming text draws comparisons between the emotive plants and its audience when it
queries, "Wired? Tired? Need a kiss?/ Do you know anyone like this?" The plotless and largely
superfluous narrative recommends expressing jealousy or affection ("When how you feel is
understood,/ you have a friend, and that feels good"). It's a sentiment as healthy as an apple a
day, but the book's real charm is derived from the almost-ready-made "sculptures"Aas an
afterword calls them. This wish-I'd-thought-of-that compendium provides an excellent impetus
for a craft session: the ingredients are cheap, and mistakes can be eaten as salad (if artists have
the heart). All ages. (Oct.)Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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UtahDad, “Need to help your child learn to verbalize what they're feeling?. I probably have about
50 kid's books we rotate through, but this is the only one I'll be writing a review on. This one was
recommended by a "play therapist" to encourage my 2 year old to be able to feel comfortable
talking about her feelings. Each page has pictures of different produce made up to look happy,
sad irritated, etc. along with a simple rhyming format "are you happy or mad, angry or sad". After
multiple readings I'll ask her to pick out a face with a particular type of emotion, which she loves
to do.Since the very first time reading the book, she's been able to verbalize her feelings,
something I think adults like myself probably take for granted that kids just know how to express.
She'll tells me if she's happy or sad (she actually says she's grumpy) and it provides an opening
to talk about what things she may be struggling with. I have three older kids but was never really
able to make them comfortable enough to talk to me about deeper subjects like feelings, fears,
and things like that. For some people like myself, it's a learned skill, and this book literally
opened that door for me to be able to better communicate with her after only one reading. From
what I can tell, she's also become more aware of other people's feelings and will comment and
empathize when we're watching TV if a character is sad or angry. It wasn't the original reason I
bought the book, but having her develop that awareness of emotions of others at an age where
many kids are very self-focused by nature is an added bonus.Very highly recommended.”

Brittani, “Childhood Memory. It's the book that you always found in the library but never knew
where it came from. Still a classic - 25 years later. Purchased as a baby shower gift.”

Buttercup Catering, “Love this book. Love this book. Helps kids understand and communicate
their feelings.  But that aside, it’s an incredibly cute book.”

Charlie Anderson, “Great teaching tool. Great book for teaching little kids range of emotions and
what that looks like, as well as a reference for teaching students how to write about characters
using expression.”

oh-so-busy, “Classic book. perfect gift”

Charlottean, “A Really Fun Book about Feelings!. I can’t begin to tell you how much I LOVE this
book! Used it in a sixth grade classroom as well as a three yo preschool class and both age
groups thoroughly enjoyed it!  The pictures are so creative!”

Honest Guy, “Fun but with a serious side. This was purchased as a joke present for someone
with a suitable sense-of-humour, and was subsequently well received.However, this item does
have a more serious purpose, and for that, my in-family psychologist (currently specialising in
research with children with learning difficulties) is of the opinion that the book is quite fit for



purpose, well made and laid out.I personally, would have some issue with paying the hardcover
price of almost £30, for this 48-page book, which is why I went for the paperback option.”

Miss T, “Great for children with autism. I’m a children’s counsellor and have been using this book
with clients for years. I lost my copy in a house move and HAD to get another. It’s particularly
useful when working with children with autism to help them understand facial expressions.”

Fairy godmother, “Five Stars. Lovely and engaging book, for explaining and talking about
feelings.”

Alina Botezatu, “kids love. Very special, kids love it”

Caoimhe, “Five Stars. Pictures are fantastic, great way to talk to a child about how they are
feeling.”

The book by Saxton Freymann has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 427 people have provided feedback.
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